
19.0130.02000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

12/21/2018

Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2047

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures

Appropriations

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

This bill changes the retirement benefit calculation for new employees.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

There is no fiscal impact for the changes in this bill.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

N/A

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

N/A

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

N/A



Name: Bryan Reinhardt

Agency: NDPERS

Telephone: 701-328-3919

Date Prepared: 12/26/2018
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2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Government and Veterans Affairs Committee 
Sheyenne River Room, State Capitol 

SB2047 
1/11/2019 

#30690 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Pam Dever 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to the public employees defined benefit plan, defined contribution plan, and 
retiree health plan and participation in the retiree health plan. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Att #1 – Scott Miller; Att #2 – Nick Archuleta;  Att # 3-
Tangee Bouvette * 

 
Chairman Davison: Let’s open SB2047. 
 
Scott Miller, Director of Public Employee Retirement System (PERS) : (see att #1) I am 
here in support of SB2047. This bill addresses the benefits side of the funding equation. 
Contributions plus investment returns equals benefits plus expenses. This bill reduces the 
benefit multiplier for you and me and public safety members first hired after December 31, 
2019. The multiplier is part of the defined benefit determination formula on page 3 of my 
testimony. (1.02) Without this change, PERS would be insolvent in 2106. We are projecting 
to be 100% funded in 2087. (see on pg 5 – graph) 
 
Chairman Davison: Any more in support? Any against? 
 
Nick Archuleta, Pres. Of North Dakota United: I am here in opposition to SB2047. (see att 
#2) This bill provides a dis incentive to work for the state of North Dakota. 
 
Chairman Davison: Any questions? 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: Have you surveyed your members to see how they feel about this bill? 
 
Nick: We have had good discussion with members. They are not in favor of anything that 
diminishes the benefits that they receive or that their future colleagues receive in public 
service. (6.06)  
 
Chairman Davison: Surveys can be answered in different ways. Would you prefer this or 
that or give them a choice. The results may come back differently. It is human nature to worry 
about yourself first and admirable to worry about those in the future. 
 
Nick: I agree with that. 
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Chairman Davison: Not an easy discussion right now, but we have to find a solution. 
 
Nick: In the discussion we had, they are very clear something should have been done in 
2011. In 2013 it was not fixed, either. Need to choose best for fully funding.  
 
Chairman Davison: 1.9 timing to 2.0 is not good timing. Any more against? Seeing none, 
the hearing is closed. 
 
*Att #3 – Tangee Bouvette – e mailed testimony 
 
 



2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Government and Veterans Affairs Committee 
Sheyenne River Room, State Capitol 

SB2047 
2/1/2019 
# 31992 

 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature : Pam Dever  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the computation of retirement benefits. 
 

Minutes:                                                   

 
Chairman Davison: This reduces the multiplier from 2 to 1.75. This is part of the package 
that PERS brought forward. (.15) Discussion.  What are the committee wishes?  
 
Sen. Shawn Vedaa: I move a DO PASS on SB2047.           Vice Chair Meyer: I second. 
 
Chairman Davison: Any discussion? Take the roll:  YES  --  5       NO  --  2       -0-absent 
PASSED.   Chairman Davison will carry the bill. 
 
(done – 1.13) 
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2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Government and Veterans Affairs Committee 
Fort Union Room, State Capitol 

SB 2047 
3/7/2019 

33375 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Carmen Hart 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the computation of retirement benefits 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachments 1-3 

 
Chairman Kasper opened the hearing on SB 2047. 
 
Scott Miller, Executive Director of the NDPERS, appeared in support.  Attachment 1.  (:29-
5:56) 
 
Rep. B. Koppelman:  What was it prior to 2%? 
 
Mr. Miller:  In 1983 the multiplier was increased to 1.2%: 1985, 1.3%; 1987, 1.5%; 1989, 
1.65%; 1991, 1.69%; 1993, 1.725%; 1994, 1.74%; 1997, 1.77%; 1999, 1.89%; 2001, 2%.   
 
Chairman Kasper:  Would you provide that chart for us. 
 
Rep. B. Koppelman:  Historically, it was as low as 1.04.  What has the progression been in 
rules of 85, 90, etc.? 
 
Mr. Miller:  I believe it was the rule of 85 up until last session when it went to the rule of 90. 
We will give you that progression as well. 
 
Rep. B. Koppelman:  Is there something that the PERS board has looked at a rule at a 
certain year? 
 
Mr. Miller:  To my knowledge, the PERS board has not.  Mortality is one of the major actuarial 
assumptions that we have in our plan.  The current mortality tables will be evaluated with the 
next actuarial experience study.  My information that mortality has been improving up until 
the past couple years, and unfortunately, the opioid crisis has brought it back down again for 
the first time in a generation. 
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Rep. B. Koppelman:  We need to keep in mind that the same in terms of coefficient is not 
the same in terms of benefit provided.  I just wanted to see if that was in your thoughts when 
you are doing this. 
 
Rep. Louser:  The defined benefit plan is based on money in, money out, and that is 
predictable, and if there is a shortfall, you need more money or better return.  Historically, we 
have manipulated the other factors, the rule of 80, 85, 90 and the multiplier.  Now it is going 
to be perceived that we are taking away a benefit by going down on the multiplier.  Can we 
have something similar to what we referenced in TFFR that says no increase to the multiplier 
until we hit 100%? 
 
Mr. Miller:  We learned a hard lesson in the 90s.  Everyone in the country moved their 
multiplier up in the 90s, and everyone got bit by the tech bubble and hit by the global financial 
crisis.  Every time the PERS board would like to move the multiplier up, we can’t do it without 
your help, guidance, and oversight.  You have the power to stem the rise of that multiplier 
moving forward. 
 
Rep. Laning:  Have those multipliers been retroactive? 
 
Mr. Miller:  If somebody had been here for 20 years and had 20 years of service credit and 
kept working, when that went up to 2%, that 2% applied to the previous 20 years as well.  
The effort by the PERS board was to increase benefits for both current employees and 
retirees at the same time.    
 
Opposition 
 
Nick Archuleta, President of ND United, appeared in opposition.  Attachment 2.  (16:43-
18:06) 
 
Chairman Kasper:  I have heard in your testimony that public employees receive less than 
private employees.  Where is your data that supports that? 
 
Mr. Archuleta:  That came from the Haye group report. 
  
Chairman Kasper:  Are you referring to the interim committee a couple of sessions ago? 
 
Mr. Archuleta:  I believe so. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  I questioned that report then, and I question it now because of the model 
that they used which was some of the highest paid employees with more national companies 
comparing it to North Dakota companies. 
 
Mr. Archuleta:  I understand, but that was the only study that was presented on that matter. 
 
Vice Chair Steiner:  Are you aware that the PERS staff has testified that state employees 
have a better health plan and retirement plan than some people in the private sector?  Those 
two things combined causes them to live longer. 
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Mr. Archuleta:  We are aware of that and very appreciative for that. 
 
Darren Schimke, President of the Professional Fire Fighters of North Dakota, appeared 
in opposition.  If we had to prioritize the bills, we would oppose this one the most.  
 
Attachment 3 was provided by Tangee Bouvette, Compensation & Benefits 
Administrator, City of Grand Forks, in opposition.    
 
Chairman Kasper closed the hearing.  
 



2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Government and Veterans Affairs Committee 
Fort Union Room, State Capitol 

SB 2047 
3/22/2019 

#34171 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Carmen Hart                  -typed by Jeanette Cook  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the computation of retirement benefits 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Kasper:  We will open the meeting on SB 2047.  It does not deal with contributions 
but the benefit amount. It only affects employees that are hired after December 31, 2019.  
Currently, the employees have a multiplier that is equal to 2% times their years of service.  
This would reduce it to 1.75% times their years of service.   The interest earnings on a 
$50,000 salary and 25 years of service would go from a retirement benefit of $25,000 at 2%, 
to $21,875 with the 1.75% multiplier, assuming the interest earnings are the same in that 
period.  We were at 1.75 or 1.76% in the fat days when the pension plan was 90-100% 
funded.  That is when the multiplier was increased.  We had a bill on the floor yesterday that 
was trying to bail out some defined benefit plans that are underwater now. This bill is 
supported by PERS and moves the multiplier back to what we had prior, when the plan got 
fat and happy, and then the market went down for two periods of time. 
 
Rep. Louser: I considered offering an amendment on this bill but reality is two years from 
now we can change it again anyway.   My frustration is how we continue what was originally 
set up to be essentially an annuity, but when a fund gets healthy or fat and happy, we change 
things.  When it gets depleted we change things the other way.   This continues to happen.  
I would like to see some way of saying, don’t change anything until it is at 100%, but two 
years from now, if we want to change it, we would strike that part of the law anyway.  That 
would make the amendment useless.   
 
Rep. Louser moved a DO PASS and rereferred to Appropriations on SB 2047. 
Rep. Schauer seconded the motion.   
 
Rep. P. Anderson:  Compared to the last bill, the PERS Board spent a lot of time discussing 
this.  Except for the legislators all the PERS Board are PERS beneficiaries. These are difficult 
decisions for them to come to.  We all agreed it was our responsibility to do what we could 
to try to get the plan funded.  I will reluctantly the support the bill.  
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Rep. Schneider:   It has been a tough few years for employees.  It is another situation that 
besides the stalled salaries, the shrinking number of employees to do the same amount of 
work; this is just another barrier to recruitment of really skilled people.  I am going to vote 
against it. 
 
Rep. C. Johnson:  I think this is probably one of the more visible recruitment tools for new 
employees.  It will affect them only.  I will resist motion for a do pass.  
 
Rep. Laning:  It is a difficult decision, but the fact is that the retirement plan is in desperate 
straits.  This doesn’t harm any present employees with the things that they came on board.  
A new employee coming on is going to know what the benefits are; it won’t be a surprise to 
them.   We need to do something to save this retirement benefit.  I believe that this is the 
least painful to present employees and the state.  It is better than losing the entire retirement 
plan.  I will support the bill. 
 
A roll call vote was taken for a DO PASS and rerefer to Appropriations on SB 2047. 
Yes  7  No  4  Absent  3 
The motion carried. 
Rep. Laning will carry SB 2047. 
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2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee 
Roughrider Room, State Capitol 

SB 2047 
3/27/2019 

34254 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Risa Bergquist 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 
 

Relating to the computation of retirement benefits. 
 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
 
Chairman Delzer: Called the meeting to order for SB 2047, this is a bill that will change the 
multiplier for new employees from 2.0 to 1.75.  
 
Representative Kasper: That is correct, currently the multiplier is at 2% times the number 
of years of service. The goal of the retirement plan is to provide up to 90% benefit at 
retirement including the retirement from the plan and social security.  This bill will only take 
effect after December 31st 2019 for new hires. The number given to the committee was an 
example of a 50 thousand salaries retirement benefit with 25 years of service currently will 
generate 25 thousand dollars a year for that employee and then you add social security 
and they are getting close to that 90%. New hires only, the multiplier decreases to 1.75% 
so using that same example the new retirement benefit would be reduced to 21,875 dollars 
a year.  
 
Chairman Delzer: Did you ask when we went from the 1.8 to the 2? 
 
Representative Kasper: I am not sure but it’s been there since I have been here, I think 
maybe back in 2006-2007.  
 
Representative Bellew: There are a lot of political subs that are doing the same thing, 
would they also go back to the 1.75? 
 
Chairman Delzer: It would include all new hires on both sides. When we made the change 
it was because we were almost 100% funded. There’s nothing in this bill saying that when 
we get to 85 or 90% it will go away?  
 
Representative Kasper: Not in any of these bills.  
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Representative Martinson: You’re going to ask new employees to help fund the 
retirement of older employees? 
 
Representative Kasper: No we are telling new hire that they will have a multiplier of 1.75 
instead of 2%.  
 
Representative Martinson: The guy that may have gotten hired last month is going to get 
a better retirement and you’re not so that he can get the better retirement.  
 
Chairman Delzer: The only fix for that is if we went to combined contribution and do away 
with the combined benefit.  
 
Representative Martinson: I don’t think we are getting as good of a return and our 
investment guys are as good as they should be. I don’t understand why we haven’t 
recovered any more then we have. How did we go from 92% 10 years ago and not have 
required more then we have?  
 
Representative Kasper: We probably would need a study in the next interim that didn’t 
come before our committee.  
 
Chairman Delzer: IT CREF is basically a defined contribution. The issue with the defined 
benefit is when you give raises and all that stuff it effects how much their retirement returns.  
 
Representative Martinson: I think we should have ITAA come in here and talk about 
taking over our program.  
 
Chairman Delzer: We could put that in as part of a study. We did a defined contribution 
study a few years ago. It showed without a doubt any employees less than 35 years old is 
much better off with defined contribution. The senate killed that with 1 vote.  
 
8:25 Representative Sanford: You’re saying that all three of these bills need to be in 
place in order to have an impact. Is there an actually impact for each of the 3?  
 
Chairman Delzer: It just changes the time and we will ask Brady to get that for us, all of 
them will have a different impact. We’re at 72% funded and that keeps increasing yet our 
unfunded liability keeps walking up.  
 
 Representative Boe: I don’t know if we need a study we are probably looking for an audit 
to find out where all the funds have gone and why. I don’t know that just a study is going to 
find the answers we are looking for.  
 
Representative Monson: This bill includes PERS and or county?  
 
Representative Kasper: This just includes the PERS and all the political subs that are in 
the PERS plan, it doesn’t deal with TIAA. 
 
Chairman Delzer:  I was told it’s really hard to back out of a PERS plan? 
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Representative Kasper: That is true, because of the unfunded liability. Each of the 
participant’s arena have a percentage of that unfunded liability. So you back out you are 
going to have an unfunded liability that you are going to have to pay, and that could be 
millions of dollars depending on how large the political subs are and how long they have 
been in there.  
 
Chairman Delzer: If they had just joined and wanted to back out it wouldn’t be a big deal?  
 
Representative Kasper: I don’t think so; we actually have a couple of subdivision groups 
that are going the join the defined benefit plan coming up and I asked if they were aware of 
the unfunded liability that they are going to have if you ever want to withdraw? They said 
yes and they still wanted to come in.  
 
Chairman Delzer: These came out of the governor’s office and through the PERS plan? 
 
Representative Kasper: This was introduced by PERS. 
 
Chairman Delzer: Any further questions? Seeing none we will close this hearing.  



2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee 
Roughrider Room, State Capitol 

SB 2047 
4/1/2019 

34381 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Risa Bergquist 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the computation of retirement benefits. 

 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1-2 

 
Chairman Delzer: Called the meeting to order for SB 2047. The funded ratio projected to 
increase to 78.2% (see attachment 1 page 1). Why would they say it would decrease 
thereafter?  
 
 Representative Sanford: Yes, this is showing that in 2087 as the golden year when we are 
back to 100%.  
 
Chairman Delzer: It is but it is a step in the right direction. One of the problems is when we 
get close to 100% we make changes. (see attachment 2).  I think we should pass SB 2047, 
discuss 2046 and I think we should amend 2048 to be a good study looking at all the options.  
 
 Representative Sanford: I would think that the impact of 2046 and 2047 combined is going 
to bring it much sooner than 2087.  
 
Chairman Delzer: Further discussion?  
 
 Representative Vigesaa: Do Pass 
 
Representative Beadle: Second 
 
Chairman Delzer: Any further discussion? Seeing none we will call the roll.  
 
A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea:     15         Nay:      1       Absent:    5 
 
Motion Carries, Representative Laning will carry this bill 
 
Chairman Delzer: With that we will close this meeting.  
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